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A! classical music lover asked to describe 
what constitutes “the American sound” 

has some tough deciding to do. Colonial fug-
ing tunes by William Billings, antebellum bal-
lads by Stephen Foster, irresistible foot-lifters 
by John Philip Sousa, fearless experiments by 
Charles Ives and Carl Ruggles, rhythmically 
vibrant effusions by William Bolcom and 
John Adams, boundary-breaking syntheses 
by George Gershwin, Duke Ellington, Leon-
ard Bernstein, and Wynton Marsalis — they 
all play irreplaceable parts in what makes 
our nation’s concert music unique. And yet, 
if we had to boil it down to just one composer, 
many would agree that the essential summa-
tion of “the American sound” may be found 
in the scores of Aaron Copland. 

To some extent, that identification is a 
chicken-and-egg conundrum. Would Cop-
land’s tones have sounded so American if 
they had not been attached to subjects that 
illuminated such specifically American 
places: the urban landscape in Quiet City, 
the heartland in Appalachian Spring, the 
American West in Billy the Kid and Rodeo? Or 
is there something deeply, inherently Amer-
ican in Copland’s musical vocabulary, rich 
as it usually is in rhythmic point, in widely 
spread voicing, in disjunct intervals shaping 
its melodies and harmonies? Well before he 
approached the end of his long career, Cop-
land was nationally revered as the “Dean of 
American Composers.”

Following studies with Rubin Goldmark 
in New York, Copland sailed for France to 
spend the summer of 1921 at the American 
Conservatory in Fontainebleau. There he 
began studying with Nadia Boulanger, with 
whom he worked through 1924. She had the 
ability to develop many of her pupils’ unique 
gifts without bending them to adhere to any 
particular method. This proved to be a con-

genial approach for Copland, such that even 
the earliest works of his maturity afford 
glimpses of his distinctive voice. 

He went on to define the sound of 
mid-century American music, a vocabulary 
that was quickly absorbed by others and 
that survives to this day, if in debased form, 
whenever advertisers are intent on evoking 
the solid ethos and warm-hearted nostalgia 
of days gone by. It is curious that the iconic 
sound of the American Wild West, such 
music as Rodeo or Billy the Kid, was the in-
spiration of such a city slicker as Copland, 
but he also used his talent to celebrate the 
urban landscape. 

Quiet City was initially intended as a sec-
tion of incidental music for a production of 
Irwin Shaw’s play of the same title, which was 
being prepared in 1939 by the Group Theatre 
in New York. The piece was to be performed 
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by a chamber quartet of clarinet, saxophone, 
trumpet, and piano. The production was ba-
sically stillborn, but in the summer of 1940 
Copland resurrected this section of his in-
cidental music and turned it into a moody, 
evocative orchestral piece, again for modest 
forces comprising only trumpet, English 
horn, and strings.

In a conversation with the oral historian 
Vivian Perlis, published in her Copland: 
1900–1942, the composer recalled:

Quiet City was billed as a “realistic fantasy,” 
a contradiction in terms that only meant 
the stylistic differences made for difficul-
ties in production. The script was about a 
young trumpet player who imagined the 
night thoughts of many different people in 
a great city and played trumpet to express 
his emotions and to arouse the consciences 
of the other characters and of the audience. 
After reading the play, I composed music 
that I hoped would evoke the inner distress 
of the central character. [Group Theatre co-

founder Harold] Clurman and Elia Kazan, 
the director, agreed that Quiet City needed 
a free and imaginative treatment. They and 
the cast … struggled valiantly to make the 
play convincing, but after two try-out perfor-
mances in April [1939], Quiet City was dropped.

Reviewing the premiere of the orchestral 
version of Quiet City, in early 1941, Ross Par-
menter wrote in The New York Times: “The 
work had in its silent streets the slogging 
gait of a dispossessed man, and some of the 
feeling of mournful beauty that comes from 
loneliness.” 

Instrumentation: solo trumpet with English 
horn and strings.

— James M. Keller, former New York  
Philharmonic Program Annotator,  

The Leni and Peter May Chair; San Francisco 
Symphony program annotator; and author 

of Chamber Music: A Listener’s Guide  
(Oxford University Press)

Early morning in New York City, 1940s

In the Composer’s Words

In remarks published in Vivian Perlis’s Copland: 1900–1942, the composer reminisced about  
recasting Quiet City into its final, orchestral form:

In arranging [Quiet City] for trumpet and string orchestra, I added an English horn for contrast 
and to give the trumpeter breathing spaces. I cannot take credit for what a few reviewers called 
my a"nity to Whitman’s “mystic trumpeter” or Ives’ persistent soloist in The Unanswered Ques-
tion. My trumpet player was simply an attempt to mirror the troubled main character, David 

Mellniko#, of Irwin Shaw’s play. In 
fact, one of my markings for the 
trumpeter is to play “nervously.” 
But Quiet City seems to have be-
come a musical entity, superseding 
the original reasons for its compo-
sition. The work has been called 
“atmospheric” and “reflective,” 
and David Mellniko# has long since 
been forgotten!


